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Abstract 

If one supposes that—the difference in neutron and proton radii 

in the Calcium Isotopes is nuch less than has up to now been calculated, 

th«n while it is—true-that one has a mechanism for solving the Nolen-

Schiffer anomaly; one runs into difficulty with other quantities such 

as the renormalized effective interaction between identical nucleons. 
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i t has been noted by E. Friedman and S. Shlomo that if the diff

erence in neutron radii and proton radii in the calcium isotopes is 

smaller than has up to now been calculated, and this seems to be supported 

by experiments with 1 GeV protons by G.D. Alkhazov et al. ', cs well as 

experiments with 79 MeV particles by G.M. LerneT et al. , then a 

mechanism for explaining the Nolen Schiffer anomaly ' is at hand. 

C.W. Wong ' had previously made this puint, before the recent experimnetal 

data was present. 

Within the error bars the scattering experiment is consistent 

with the root mean square neutron radius r , and root mean square proton 

radius r , being equal. This is surprising because there are eight 

neutrons in the f7,2 shell, and the f... orbit has a large square radius 

than the orbits in the core. At the upper limit the scattering 

experiment is consistent with a value of r -r which is about 1/2 of 
n p 

what or.e calculates either in a Kartree-Fock theory with currently 

popular interactions, or simply by putting the 8 f'7/2 neutrons in some 

phencmenological well, be it Wood-Saxon cr harmonic oscillator. 
41 The Nolen-Schiffei anomaly is the inability to calculate a 

sufficiently large nass difference between mirror pairs, despite the 

fact that all the obvious charge dependent effects, in particular the 

Coulomb interaction, have been taken into account. For example the 

41 41 
discrepancy for Sc- Ca is about 600 keV. 

Friedman and Shloao correctly note that a way to get the neutron 

radius closer to the proton radius in Ca, is to have strong nonopole 

core polarization, both isoscalar and isovector, In particular the 

valer.ee nnuvrors :nu.:c pus'i in Che o r e neutrons. Hence in the inirror 

Hue)-""" ?(•' v1',-^-- :,'] - • --• '< :•"• n v-* t~bc. -• ' " pr'tr - ~ '" -VT.in^nn 
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However, the author had written a note which cautioned that 

a large monopole core polarization would affect other properties, in 

particular it would contribute a renormalization of the 2 body 

interaction in a generally unbenificial way. Here, this point is 

reconsidered in the light of the recent experimental analyses of 

neutron and proton radii and the Friedman and Shlomo ' paper. 

Also, whereas in the previous work by the author , a specific 

interaction (surface Delta) was used -he is now able to carry 

out the analysis without reference to any interaction, thus 

sharpening up the points made. 

a) Isotope Shift 

Consider first the change in mean square charge radius of a 

core when a valence neutron is added. In perturbation theory this 

is written as 

UOT" ,K 
L p.h.T" v afcph v ^"=0 

1-T 
x<(ph Y Z rz ( -yi) 0> 

The coupling matrix element above can be expressed in terms of the 

more familiar spin-isospin coupled matrix elements 

<JvV[Jv(ph"
1}^",0]

j> • <j V W p h " 1 ) 0 0 ] ^ T"»0 Hp, 

i < j V [ j ( p h - 1 ) 0 1 ] j >T»-1 

D r - ; . , o ..<>< ':'• m ~,,,. r-. 
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It is both more elegant and more convenient to insert as intermediate 

states only the monopole states 

i T" 
M > = 

n .1 °T" _1 T" 
£<0 r2 T(ph ) ' > (ph V 

(ll<0r 2 T C p h " 1 ) 0 ^ ! 2 ^ 
ph 

where T = 1 for T"=0 

T =T for T"=l 
z 

The isotope shift becomes 

«r* - | [-£ <M° I r 2 0> 
charge Z l2 j\ 

particles 

+ | <M* Z r2T 0> ] 

< 3 V V [ J V M 1 V > <JVV[J ^ ] V > 

WhCre X
 A T ^ * ^ " " AET"=1 

pi 
We can insert for AE the mean energies of the monopole states. For 

example AE° % -2h<o AE1 £ -4heo. 

Now <M° Z r20> = / I |<(ph_1) I r2>|2 

ph 

• I 2(2H+l)(nH-n(nH+Jl(|+3/2) b' 
H 

where b is the oscillator length parameter. Note that in our convention 

the lowest value of H. is zero. 

He o ' K? 2 
can also write th i s as <M Er" 0> « ft b 

where Z = sum (2n+JU3/2) over occupied s t a t e s . 

e .g . Z =• 6 for 4He,» 36 for l f t 0 , ° 120 for 40Ca. 



We can now give an expression for the change in mean square charge 

radius due to the addition of a valence neutron or proton 

{rCH = Z "^ b tx * yl 
NEUTRON 
PROTON 

The exchange of a monopole phonon between two f.,,_ nucleons is easily 

expressible in terms of x and y. 

If the 2 nucleons are in a T=I state 

SE ~ = -2x |AE°| - 2y |AE | This is necessarily negative. 

This is the case of interest since we are considering the calcium 

isotope. For completeness we note that <5E " =-2x |AE>6y \b& \ . 

42 This would be relevant for the T=0 states in Sc. The Auerbach, 

Kahana, Weneser J diagram is 

' coulomb 

T+l 
The quantity <5E is of importance in the mass formula for the 

Calcium (and other) isotopes introduced by Talmi 

E(Ca(40+n)=nC+[|] 0 + y n(n-l) a 

81 
The Talni parameters ' for the Calcium isotopes are [we choose the 

sign so as to obtain the true energy * - binding energy] 

C ' -8.38 

6 = -3.33 

a = 0.23 



T~l 
The quantity <SE ~ can also be identified as 6a, the change in a 

due to exchange of monopole phonons between two f_._ neutrons. This 

is evident from the definition 

a = [(2j+2)V2-Vo]/(2j + n 

Note that a is positive, but 6a due to monopole exchaiige, whether 

isovector or isoscalar is negative. Recall that using the bare 

G matrix elements of all the standard interactions e.g. Kuo Brown G 

matrix elements derived from the Hamada Johnston interaction, the 

resulting a R A R F is negative. One then hopes for core renormaliza-

tion to lead to a positive result. Indeed, the exchange of a 

quadrupole bubble does yield a positive correction to , and indeed 

this quadrupose exchange may be the correct physical explanation 

of the respulsive pairing interaction that is required. 

But we now see that the monopole phonon can only do harm. The 

question then is how much harm does it actually do. 

The previously mentioned Auerbach, Kahana Weneser terms can be 

written 

• T»li 
+4 a |AE *|y 

2 
where a Is the probability that the isovector aonopole state is 

nixed into the ground state. In other words it is the isospin inprinty 

ox the core. There are two 'hydrodynanical estimates' of a 
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10) 2 5 5 x 10 2 
i) Bohr and Mottelson a' = —: = j 

. ., . u U H ) 2 1.8 x 10"7 Z 3 

n ) Auerbach a = = = 

These give nearly the same answer for Z=20 a =0.16% or 

a = -0.04. 

Some Hartree-Fock estimates yield a value of a which is about double 

the above a ̂  -0.08. 

In the following we shall consider both possibilities a = -0.04 and 

a = -0.08. 

The General Condition on the Isotope Shift 

Let r (40), r (48), r (40) and r (48) be the root mean square 

40 48 40 
radii of respectively, protons in Ca and Ca and neutrons in Ca 

and Ca. 

48 
The condition that the difference in neutron square radius of Ca 

40 
and Ca is accounted for by the isotope shift, and the fact that one 

puts eight neutrons into the f .- shell, leads to the following equation 

28 rV48) = 20 r2(40) + 8(2n+£+3/2)b2 + 8/Z (x+y) b2 

n n 

In the above the second term on the right hand side is the square 

radius of the 8 f?.- neutrons. For the f.._ shell 2n+£ + 3/2 » 9/2, the 

quantity b is the oscillator length parameter which is taken as 2 fm for 

40Ca. The value of I is 120 for 40Ca. 

40 
We can relate everything to the proton radius of Ca, which in 

2 2 2 
the oscillator model is given by r (40) = lb /A « 3b 



fi (x+y)^ = -[(2n+*+3/2) - |]b2 + ^ [r (40) - "(40)] 

• f- [r*(48) - r2(48)] • f- [rj(48) - r2(40)] 

The condition on the protons reads: 

«^(x-y)b2 = ̂  (r2(48) - ^(40)). 

Looking on the condition on the neutron radii, the first term on the 

2 2 
right hand side is -[4.5-3]b = -l.S b and tends to make (x+y) negative. 

2 7 

The second term involves fr (40) - r"(40)]. This is clearly positive 

40 
because in Ca the protons are pushed out by the Coulomb repulsion. The 

importance of this term depends on what we assume for a, the isospin 

impurity amplitude a = -0.04 or a = -0.08. 

2 2 
The third term will be positive if r (48) - r (48) is positive. 

Probably r (48) > r (48) but the question is how much? 

2 2 
The last term r (48) - r (41) is probably very small. It was once 

thought that r (48) - r (40) was equal to -0.009 fm but an analysis by 

12) 
Bertozzi et al , suggests that thij is actually +0.012 fm. 

Case 1: The extreme case 

Suppose the following facts hold 

a) The charge radius of Ca is equal to the charge radius of Ca. 

48 40 
b) The neutron radius of Ca is equal to the neutron radius of Ca. 

40 40 

c) The proton radius of Ca is equal to the neutron radius of Ca. 

Concition a, when applied to the formula for the isotope shift 

gives the result 
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Conditions b) abd c) lead to the fact that the change in radius of 

the core neutrons due to interaction with the f 7 /, neutrons cancels the 

increase in radius of the added neutrons. One gets 

x*y = -f(2n+Jl+3/2) - |] / fi = -[4.5-3J//T20 

Hence x=y=-0.06845. 

8) 
We are now in a position to see what happens to the Talmi parameter 

T= I 4) 
6E = 6a, and what happens in the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly . 

For the former we get 

6a = -2x2 x 20 - 2y2 x 40 = -0.56 MeV 

Considering that a F Mp I R| r.| itself is +0.23 MeV, this correction is very 

large and very much in the wrong direction. 

For the latter, if we use the value of the 'isospin impurity parameter' 

40 a = -0.04, [hence 0.16% mixing of T=l in the ground state of Ca] we get 

a contribution 

-4a|6ET=1|y = 404.5 keV 

This is somewhat smaller than the required 600 keV, but remember 

that we are assuming the very small isospin impurity in the ground state. 

If we use a value of a = -0.08 which is the result of some Hartree-Fock 

calculations, the above doubles to over 800 keV. 

Thus, allowing for some play in the value of a our results confirm 

the contention of Friedman and Shiomo ' that if the neutron and proton 

radii in Ca are nearly equal, then an explanation of the Nolen-Schiffer 

anomaly is present. 

However, this is nt the price of doing several harm to the problem 

of the pair separation energy for identical nucleons, 
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Case 2: 

h'e still keep condition a) and c) but now assume that the isotope 

shift cancels only part of the right hand side, say a fraction 6. 

(x+y) = -9 [(2n+JU3/2) - E/A] / Jl 

In this case 

5E T = l « 6a = 92(6o08_j = -0.56 6
2 

2 
Thus 6 = 1/2 6a = -0.14 MeV, Although considerably less than what we 

obtained in Case 1, it is large enough to be annoying. 

Case 2: Closer to the Friedman Shlomo Conditions 

Friedman and Shlomo only demand that in Ca r -r = 0.011 fm. 
n p 

If there were no isotope shift, the change in mean square neutron 

48 
radius of Ca would be 

«rn " 1$ [4-Sb2 " ^ 

The change in the neutron radius itself would be 

l i rn 
6r % 4 — - =0.24 fm 

n 2 r 
n 

Thus, the Friedman Shlomo conditions are roughly equivalent to Case 2 

with a value of 6 such that 

1 n NO ISOTOPE SHIFT u" 

81 
Thi< leadr co the correction to the Talnu-paraineter 

is •• j :- ,).5b « -0. '5 MeV. 
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This is aboit equal and opposite to the empirical value. The only way 

this could be consistent with the data were if somehow the realistic 

bare G matrix elements were completely different from the standard ones 

in use. 
4) 

Concerning the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly one might worry, that with 

9 = 2/3, which evidently simulates the Friedman-Shlomo ' calculation 

the correction is too small 2/3 x 404 keV = 260 keV. Since the authors 

do not list the isospin inpurity which results from their calculations 

we cannot be certain, but it may be that the isospin impurity that 

they get is about 4 times the 0.16% that results from 'hydrodynamical' 

models. Then everything would hang together nicely. 

40 Case 4: Different neutron and proton radii in Ca. 

40 Up to now we have assumed that the neutron and proton radii in Ca 

are the same. But in fact one expect., r > r . This is due to the fact 
p n 

that the protons are pushed out by the Coulomb forces. 
40 

Clearly, since we start out with r r in Ca, we expect r closer 
n p r n 

48 
to r in Ca. But again, the question is, how large is this effect? 

40 
The difference in square proton and square neutron radii in Ca 

involves the 'isospin impurity' amplitude a and is equal to 

2 2 

«l • aM1!!-^ - l \ - |0 * aM1* 
P " It n 

r :l£ Ao£r2T Er2T 0> . 4 i Jl b 2 

z z 2T 2 

Honce (r (40) - r (40) % - £ '/—~ » - — b 
P n Z rp A 

(using the fact that A • 21]. 
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We now consider two sub-situations: 

Case 4a: Assume 

I) The isospin impurity amplitude is a = -0.04 (hydrodynamical 

estimate). 

II) r (48) - r (48) = 0.08 fm [Friedman-Shlorao estimate]. 

Ill) r (48) = r (40) 
P P 

40 
We find that in Ca r (40) - r (40) = +0.025 fm. Hence 

P n 

r2(40) - r2(40) % 2r (r -r ) = 0.175 fm2. 
p n p p n 

We find 

x - y = -0.041 

The contribution to 6a is now -0.192 MeV. This should be compared 

with case 3 where we had obtained -0.2S MeV. 

We see that the magnitude of x, y and 6a have indeed become smaller 

as expected. 

4) 
The contribution to the Nolen-Schiffer Anomaly is +262.4 keV which 

is about one half of what one needs. 

Case 4b: Same as Case 4a but assume that the isospin impurity amplitude 

40 
a = -0.08 (i.e. the probability of T=l admixture in Ca is four times the 

hydrodynamic estimate, but is close to certain Hartree-Fock estimates). 

This case probably represents the fairest estimate of the Friedman 

Shlomo case. 

We find x = y = -0.036 

The contribution to 6a is now -0.156 MeV. This is considerably 

smaller than the extreme value of -0.56 MeV but still an annoyingly 

large value, considering that apn«piDirAL = * ° - ~ 3 M e V ' 
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41 
The contribution to the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly is now +0.461 MeV 

which is respectively large. 

Concluding Remarks: 

We have shown that one gets into difficulty with the effective 

interaction between two identical nucleons if we assume that the 

monopole isotope shifts, whether isoscalar or isovector are too large. 

In particular the exchange of a monopole bubble between two f7.7 neutrons 

lowers the energy of all the states (J=0,2,4 and 6). This leads to a 

correction fa which is negative. Unfortunately aFMPTDTrAi *s positive-

Also with the usual G-matrix elements currently in use 0L,.Rp is negative. 

This adds to the difficulty. 

Also, by using methods similar in spirit to those of Friedman and 

Shlomo and C.W. Wong we have shown that we run into the same diff

iculty if we accept the experimental analysis of the data on the 

48 
neutron and proton radii of Ca at their face value. 

Thus the encouraging possibility of expaling the Nolen-Schiffer 

4) 

anomaly is countered with the discouraging fact that the pair separa

tion energy parameter goes the wrong way. In Case 4b, which probably 

simulates the Friedman-Shlomo calculation ' the best, we get a value 

6a = -0.156 MeV whereas a
E M P i R I C A L =

 +0-23 MeV- T o b t fair- if we relax 

the condition r -r = 0.08 fm, but say allow the upper limit of the 

experiment r -r = +0.14 fm, then since 6a is quadratic in x and y, the 

contribution to 6a will be marginal, but so will the contribution to the 
Nolen-Schiffer anomaly. 

in conclusion, we have perhaps not quite given a fatal blow to 

the idea of near equality of neutron and proton radii in the calcium 

isotopes, but we have certainly brought up an annoying point which has 

to be explained away. 
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